
Fast neutrino-flavor conversion 
inducing flavor swap

Abstract
Neutrino transports play important roles in the dynamics of core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) and binary neutron-star mergers (BNSMs). 

On the other hand, collective neutrino oscillation from quantum kinetics dramatically changes the neutrino radiation fields. In this poster, we 
discuss the occurrence of flavor swap, i.e., complete interchange between different flavors, in BNSMs. 

4. Summary

Masamichi Zaizen
(Waseda Univ., PD)

Neutrinos are intensively emitted from BNSMs, but the flavor population dramatically changes due to collective neutrino
oscillation induced by their self-interactions. Particularly, FFC can achieve complete flavor swap unlike the case of CCSNe. This
phenomenon is the most extreme case of flavor conversion and suggests that it would affect a significant change in the electron
fraction of ejecta and subsequently r-process nucleosynthesis and kilonova because the population of electron-type neutrinos are
significantly modified.
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1. Collective Neutrino Oscillation

3. Results for colliding neutrino-beam model
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Quantum Kinetics + Neutrino transport ( = beyond Boltzmann)
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Density matrix (not occupation dist. fαα )

Advection Oscillation Collisions (neglected)

Neutrino self-interaction term

1. FFC develops at the center of the spatial domain (z~500) when both beams collide and lead to fast flavor instability.
- Flavor conversions do not stop at equilibrium state (Pee~ 0.5), but rather, achieve flavor swap (Pee~ 0).
- This is because fresh �̅�𝑒 continues to be supplied from the opposite boundary.

2. In the case with 𝛼 ≠ 1, the transition layer is no longer stationary but moves toward the positive z-direction with time.
- To satisfy pair-wise flavor conversion 𝜈𝑒�̅�𝑒 ↔ 𝜈𝑋�̅�𝑋.

3. Transition layer is time-independent in the λ-coordinate, which normalizes the z-axis by the width between the head of beams.
- The geometry λ= 1/(1+α) and velocity v = c(1-α)/(1+α) of transition layer are determined to satisfy the conservation of
the total 𝜈𝑒 and �̅�𝑒 passing through (undergoing swap).

Time evolution
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Fast neutrino-flavor conversion (FFC) :
Zero-crossing in the ELN-XLN angular distributions triggers 
flavor instability, inducing flavor conversion (𝜈𝑒�̅�𝑒 ↔ 𝜈𝑋�̅�𝑋).

ELN (electron neutrino-lepton number)

Left: Numerical results mimicking 
neutrino distributions in CCSNe.

Red dotted：Initial
Black one：Final

FFC proceeds to eliminate a crossing, 
i.e., ELN = XLN.
= Establish a stability.

2. Motivation & Method
2-D numerical results mimicking BNSMs.
→ Observe a flavor swap (ELN ⇄ XLN)

+ Dynamics of transition layer (EXZS) to swap.

FFC proceeds to swap, not stopping at a flavor equilibrium.
Difference between BNSM and CCSN in distribution structure is critical.
Angular crossings associated with head-on collisions can emerge in BNSMs 
due to non-axial symmetry in momentum space.
→ ``Colliding neutrino-beam model’’

Neutrino beams (𝜈𝑒 and �̅�𝑒) emitted at opposite boundaries collide each other.
𝝂e "𝝂𝒆

Vertical：Survival prob. of 𝜈𝑒
Pee = 0 corresponds to swap 

1/2 to equipartition.
Horizontal：Spatial coordinate

Scaled by self-interaction O(cm)
Fig.1：α=1    (symmetry in 𝜈𝑒 and �̅�𝑒 )
Fig.2：α=0.5 (�̅�𝑒 is a half of 𝜈𝑒 )

Fig.3：Scaled by the width between heads    
of neutrino beams (λ-space).

From top to bottom, α = 1, 0.5, and 0.1

than νe in the inner region (r≲ rν̄eout). On the other hand, the
number density of νe can dominate over ν̄e at r ∼ rνeout and
θ ∼ θνeout. This indicates that EXZS appears at t ¼ 0 ms
[we note nXLNð0Þ ¼ 0]. Since the neutrinos injected into
computational domain from θ ¼ θmax are assumed to be
constant in time, the EXZS is nearly fixed.
However, the EXZS in the region of θ < θmax is not

stationary. As shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3, the
negative region of nELN−XLN expands with time, in par-
ticular around the z axis. It seems that the expansion
velocity of EXZS is associated with a neutrino flux balance
between both sides, whose detailed properties will be
investigated in our forthcoming paper, though. We find
that νe in the angular region where ν̄e is absent (see also
Fig. 1 in [8]) converts into νx, which is mainly responsible
for the negative nELN−XLN there. We also find that the flavor
conversion is less vigorous around the z axis, despite the
fact that the neutrino radiation field is substantially
changed. Indeed, the amplitude of off-diagonal components
of f is less than a percent of the diagonal ones around the
pole. On the other hand, it is > 10% around the EXZS at
t ¼ 0.8 ms (see Fig. 4), suggesting that flavor conversions
occur only in the vicinity of EXZS, and then the FFC-
experienced neutrinos advect to other regions.
It may be interesting to compare the EXZS to stream-

lines of neutrinos discussed in [32]. Each streamline
portrays the trajectory of total neutrino flux, defined from
the trace parts of density matrix of neutrinos, i.e., repre-
senting the overall neutrino advection in space. One thing
we do notice here is, however, that EXZS is not directly
related to them; the reason is as follows. As is well known,

the trace part of density matrix is unaffected by flavor
conversions, implying that the total neutrino flux remains
constant in time. On the other hand, the EXZS is dynami-
cally evolved as shown in Fig. 3, indicating that it is not
dictated by the total neutrino flux. This argument is also
supported by the definition of EXZS, which is not
characterized by the trace part of density matrix but rather
ELN-XLN.
We compare ELN-XLN angular distributions between

two different spatial positions in Fig. 5. The left and right
panels portray distributions at θ ¼ 30° and 40°, respec-
tively, on the same radius (r ¼ 80 km). We note that the
EXZS is located between the two positions. At t ¼ 0 ms
(top panels), the angular distributions of neutrinos at the
two spatial positions are nearly identical to each other. At
cos θν ∼ 1, ELN is negative, which is due to the higher
emission of ν̄e than νe at the neutrino sphere. However,
there is a region (band) where νe dominates over ν̄e around
cos θν ∼ 0.6. In this region, ν̄e is absent due to the smaller
size of neutrino sphere in the disk than that of νe (see
Fig. 1). At t ¼ 0.8 ms, however, the ELN-XLN in the band
becomes negative at the θ ¼ 30° position, suggesting that
these neutrinos undergo an almost complete swap from νe
to νx. As we mentioned above, the flavor swap occurs
around EXZS and then advects to the spatial position. On
the other hand, the neutrinos in cos θν ∼ 1 are almost the
same at t ¼ 0 ms, suggesting that FFC is inefficient for
these neutrinos.
ELN-XLN angular distributions at θ ¼ 40° displayed in

the right bottom panel of Fig. 5 have an opposite trend
compared to the case with θ ¼ 30°. Neutrinos in
cos θν ∼ 1, which has already passed through the EXZS,
experienced strong flavor conversions, whereas those in the
angular band at cos θν ∼ 0.6 remain νe dominant. This
indicates that the change of neutrino radiation field can be
quantified by how many neutrinos pass through the EXZS.
We should remark a caveat here. As shown in the bottom

panels of Fig. 5, there are ELN-XLN angular crossings,
albeit shallow, indicating that neutrinos are still in an

FIG. 4. Color map for the ratio of the real part of the off-
diagonal component of f to the sum of the diagonal elements at
t ¼ 0.8 ms for M2h model.

FIG. 5. ELN-XLN angular distributions for M2h. We focus on
the region of cos θν > 0 (outgoing neutrinos in the radial
direction). In top and bottom panels, we show the result at t ¼
0 and 0.8 ms, respectively. The left and right panels distinguish
the spatial position: θ ¼ 30° and 40° at r ¼ 80 km.
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νe, which is mainly attributed to the fact that they have
higher temperature than νe at each neutrino sphere. At large
radii, however, the difference of the number flux among
different flavors tends to be reduced, which is mainly due to
geometrical effects of neutrino spheres (see Fig. 1). In fact,
the larger surface area of the neutrino sphere for νe than
others can compensate for the lower temperature. It is also
worth noting that the νe flux can overwhelm ν̄e and νx in
the vicinity of the νe neutrino sphere with rν̄eout ≲ r≲ rνeout
and rνxout ≲ r≲ rνeout, respectively. We also note that electron-
neutrinos lepton number (ELN) crossings are ubiquitously
observed above the disk, which is in line with the
result in [8].
In QKE simulations, we only focus on the spatial region

above the disk; the simulations are conducted in the region
of 0° ≤ θ ≤ 55°. The boundary at θ ¼ 55° is located
slightly above the neutrino spheres, which allows us to
easily handle the boundary condition for neutrinos. We
use Dirichlet boundary conditions (constant in time) for
neutrinos which come into computational domain, while
we adopt a zero-gradient free boundary condition for
neutrinos going out from the simulation box. A reflective
boundary condition is adopted along the z axis (θ ¼ 0°).
We consider two models in this study: M3h and M2h.
They have the same numerical setup except that the former
and the latter correspond to three- and two-flavor frame-
works, respectively.
We adopt a nonuniform radial grid (see [23–25]) with

Δrmin ¼ 3 m, where Δrmin denotes the radial width of the
innermost mesh. The number of radial cells is 1152. In the
meridian direction, we set a uniform grid for the cosine of
the zenith angle. The number of grid points is 384. Neutrino

angles in momentum space are covered by a uniform grid
with respect to cos θν and ϕν with 96 × 48 grid points. We
run the simulations up to t ¼ 0.8 ms. ξ is set to be 3 × 10−4.
Although qualitative trends are captured in these simula-
tions (we made a resolution study), the reduction of ξ
causes some artificial results. This possible impact will also
be discussed later.

III. RESULTS

Soon after QKE simulations begin, FFC occurs vigo-
rously in the vicinity of HMNS and the disk. During the
very early phase, FFC dynamics is characterized only by
local properties of neutrino radiation field. As discussed in
[24,31], however, nonlinear states of FFC are substantially
changed in the timescale of global advection. This is
illustrated in the top panels of Fig. 3, in which we show
the spatial distribution of nELN (ELN number density)
subtracted by that of the initial one for the M2h model. One
noticeable feature is that the positive and negative regions
of nELNðtÞ − nELNð0Þ are clearly separated from each other
by a very narrow region at t≳ 0.1 ms. We also find that
that the transition region includes a line (or surface if we
take into account the azimuthal direction) where the sign
of the number density of ELN-XLN [nELN-XLNðtÞ≡
nELNðtÞ − nXLNðtÞ] is flipped (see the bottom panels of
Fig. 3). Here, XLN denotes a heavy-leptonic-neutrinos
lepton number. We call the surface the ELN-XLN zero
surface (EXZS).
As shown in Fig. 3, the EXZS at the θ-boundary (θmax)

does not evolve with time. This is attributed to the geometry
of neutrino spheres. In our models, ν̄e is more populated

FIG. 3. Top: difference of ELN number density from the initial distribution, nELNðtÞ − nELNð0Þ. Bottom: ELN-XLN number density,
nELN-XLNðtÞ, in which we highlight its sign by red (for positive) and black (for negative) colors. The boundary between the two regions is
a ELN-XLN zero surface; see the text for more details. We displayed them at five different time snapshots for M2h: t ¼ 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, and 0.8 ms from left to right. At t ¼ 0 ms, the EXZS is located at ∼80 km along the pole, and it smoothly connects to
∼40 km at θ ¼ 55°.
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νe, which is mainly attributed to the fact that they have
higher temperature than νe at each neutrino sphere. At large
radii, however, the difference of the number flux among
different flavors tends to be reduced, which is mainly due to
geometrical effects of neutrino spheres (see Fig. 1). In fact,
the larger surface area of the neutrino sphere for νe than
others can compensate for the lower temperature. It is also
worth noting that the νe flux can overwhelm ν̄e and νx in
the vicinity of the νe neutrino sphere with rν̄eout ≲ r≲ rνeout
and rνxout ≲ r≲ rνeout, respectively. We also note that electron-
neutrinos lepton number (ELN) crossings are ubiquitously
observed above the disk, which is in line with the
result in [8].
In QKE simulations, we only focus on the spatial region

above the disk; the simulations are conducted in the region
of 0° ≤ θ ≤ 55°. The boundary at θ ¼ 55° is located
slightly above the neutrino spheres, which allows us to
easily handle the boundary condition for neutrinos. We
use Dirichlet boundary conditions (constant in time) for
neutrinos which come into computational domain, while
we adopt a zero-gradient free boundary condition for
neutrinos going out from the simulation box. A reflective
boundary condition is adopted along the z axis (θ ¼ 0°).
We consider two models in this study: M3h and M2h.
They have the same numerical setup except that the former
and the latter correspond to three- and two-flavor frame-
works, respectively.
We adopt a nonuniform radial grid (see [23–25]) with

Δrmin ¼ 3 m, where Δrmin denotes the radial width of the
innermost mesh. The number of radial cells is 1152. In the
meridian direction, we set a uniform grid for the cosine of
the zenith angle. The number of grid points is 384. Neutrino

angles in momentum space are covered by a uniform grid
with respect to cos θν and ϕν with 96 × 48 grid points. We
run the simulations up to t ¼ 0.8 ms. ξ is set to be 3 × 10−4.
Although qualitative trends are captured in these simula-
tions (we made a resolution study), the reduction of ξ
causes some artificial results. This possible impact will also
be discussed later.

III. RESULTS

Soon after QKE simulations begin, FFC occurs vigo-
rously in the vicinity of HMNS and the disk. During the
very early phase, FFC dynamics is characterized only by
local properties of neutrino radiation field. As discussed in
[24,31], however, nonlinear states of FFC are substantially
changed in the timescale of global advection. This is
illustrated in the top panels of Fig. 3, in which we show
the spatial distribution of nELN (ELN number density)
subtracted by that of the initial one for the M2h model. One
noticeable feature is that the positive and negative regions
of nELNðtÞ − nELNð0Þ are clearly separated from each other
by a very narrow region at t≳ 0.1 ms. We also find that
that the transition region includes a line (or surface if we
take into account the azimuthal direction) where the sign
of the number density of ELN-XLN [nELN-XLNðtÞ≡
nELNðtÞ − nXLNðtÞ] is flipped (see the bottom panels of
Fig. 3). Here, XLN denotes a heavy-leptonic-neutrinos
lepton number. We call the surface the ELN-XLN zero
surface (EXZS).
As shown in Fig. 3, the EXZS at the θ-boundary (θmax)

does not evolve with time. This is attributed to the geometry
of neutrino spheres. In our models, ν̄e is more populated

FIG. 3. Top: difference of ELN number density from the initial distribution, nELNðtÞ − nELNð0Þ. Bottom: ELN-XLN number density,
nELN-XLNðtÞ, in which we highlight its sign by red (for positive) and black (for negative) colors. The boundary between the two regions is
a ELN-XLN zero surface; see the text for more details. We displayed them at five different time snapshots for M2h: t ¼ 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, and 0.8 ms from left to right. At t ¼ 0 ms, the EXZS is located at ∼80 km along the pole, and it smoothly connects to
∼40 km at θ ¼ 55°.
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Flavor swap

To capture the overall trend of the quasisteady state,
we adopt the spatial-averaged Gex

v ðt; xÞ in computing the
dispersion relation. As we have already mentioned, the
stability can be determined by the ELN-XLN angular
crossing; hence, we focus on ELN-XLN distributions
below. Figure 3 portrays spatial-averaged flavor coherent
hSi and ELN-XLN distributions as a function of time and
neutrino angle in the top and middle panels, meanwhile we
also display some relevant quantities of angular distribution
at t ¼ 5000 in the bottom one. As shown in the top panel,
the spatial-averaged flavor coherent hSi is clearly small
even for the late phases and is ≲0.1, and then the neutrino
density matrix is almost in the flavor state. As shown in the
middle panel, the ELN-XLN in vz ≳ 0.7 approaches to zero
with time (transiting from blue to white), meanwhile it has a
subtle change in other angular directions. In the early phase

when flavor conversion starts to occur, large-scale coherent
oscillation appears, but it cascades to small scale with
decreasing the amplitude. This exhibits that the system
evolves towards a quasisteady state with damping the ELN-
XLN angular crossings. Assuming that s is constant in the
quasisteady state based on the two panels, the stability of
FFC can be evaluated through the spatially averaged ELN-
XLN angular distributions. We can delve into the detailed
angular distributions in the quasisteady state, at t ¼ 5000,
in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. As shown in the panel, the
ELN angular distribution still has a crossing even after the
nonlinear saturation. However, XLN is no longer zero
due to flavor conversion, and we find that it compensates
the angular distribution so as to make ELN-XLN be zero in
vz ≳ 0.7. This is the reason why further flavor conversion
does not occur in the spatially averaged domain in our
simulation, which is consistent with our claim obtained by
the stability analysis. As a result, the spatial-averaged ELN-
XLN angular distribution is entirely positive or zero, and
does not have any crossings in all directions.
It may be interesting to compare nonaveraged- and time-

averaged angular distributions, which are displayed in
Fig. 4 as a function of z and vz. The top panel portrays
the ELN-XLN angular distributions at t ¼ 5000, and the
bottom one shows the time-averaged distributions during
the time interval of 2000 ≤ t ≤ 5000. As shown in the top
panel, local ELN-XLN angular crossings remain even after
the system settled into a quasisteady state. This is attributed
to large fluctuations in space with small-scale structures, in
particular, at the angular region of vz ≳ 0.7. On the other
hand, the time-averaged ELN-XLN angular distributions

FIG. 3. Top: spatial-averaged flavor coherent hSi on the t-vz
plane. Middle: spatial-averaged ELN-XLN angular distributions
on the t-vz plane. Bottom: spatial-averaged angular distributions
for some important quantities at t ¼ 5000. In the bottom panel,
the red dotted line is an initial ELN angular distribution. The blue
(green) dashed line is an ELN (XLN) one. Black solid line
corresponds to an ELN-XLN angular distribution, which shows
that the angular crossing almost disappears.

FIG. 4. Top panel: ELN-XLN distributions as a function of z
and vz at the end of the simulation (t ¼ 5000). Bottom panel:
same as the top panel but we take the average over time in the
range of 2000 ≤ t ≤ 5000. As shown in these panels, ELN-XLN
angular crossings remain at t ¼ 5000, whereas the crossings in
time-averaged distributions become much less prominent.
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